Use Instructions:

1. Unlock to use. Relock for storage.

2. Squeeze gray tabs. Pull cartridge out from main body.

3. Fill cartridge with fresh peeled whole garlic cloves. DO NOT EXCEED MAX FILL LINE. Slide cartridge back into place until you hear a CLICK.

4. Squeeze firmly to advance the garlic. Continue squeezing until all garlic is minced.

5. To clean, remove cartridge before washing in dishwasher. If necessary, use the removable white cleaning comb to clear pusher teeth.

Tips for Use:
For best results rinse product with warm water after use to avoid sticky garlic residue build up on blades. To prevent loss, always replace cleaning comb after use.

WARNING:
Do not use unpeeled or damaged garlic. Use cartridges only with garlic. Store in a cool, dry place. Sharp blade! Use extreme caution when handling. Do not use with any other blades.

Satisfaction Guarantee

No knife or cutting board required
Minces directly into pan or over food
Good for pasta, stir-fries, soups, salad dressings, marinades and more

Prepworks® products are created by people who understand having the correct kitchen tool can make your cooking experience more enjoyable. Prepworks®—essential items created for today’s cook.

Quickly dices whole cloves into small cubes
One-handed use!

$29.99

This cardboard can be recycled.